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To all whom it may concern.
Be it known that I,‘ ADOLF BLEICHERT, re

ism applied to one jaw only. Fig. 20 is a
cross-section on line a b in Fig. 18.

Fig. 21 is

siding at Gohlis, in the Kingdom of Saxony, a side view of Fig. 17. Fig. 24 is a rear side
Germany, have invented certain new and use view of the gripping-jaws, showing how they 55

ful Improvements in Grip Mechanisms for interlock.
Overhead Wire-Rope Lines, of which the fol~
G is the case which incloses the grip mech
lowing is a speci?cation.
' anism, and Z is the traction~rope.
Foreign patents have been issued for this
R R’ are grooved guidesrollers for the rope,
invention as follows: Germany, No. 41,441, which run loose upon pins projecting from
dated February 27, 1887 5 Belgium, No. 76,968, elongated holes in the case.

dated April 4, 1887, and AustriasHungary,

S S’ are screws for adjusting the position of

No.713, 829 and No. 84,232, dated August 16, the rollers by setting up the pins upon which

they run, thus preventing the rope from bear
This invention relates to the grip mechana ing hard upon the lower grip-jaw when the 65
ism by which the suspended cars running upon upper jaw is raised.
a stationary rope or rod are connected to a
K is the upper and K’ the lower grip-jaw
continuously-moving traction~rope.
when the device operates vertically. The case
This invention consists in the novel construc is provided with the upper cover, if, and the
tion and combination of the parts, as herein lower cover, 0', both of which are removable. 7o.
20 after fully described and claimed.
The grip-jaws have extensions at the rear,
In the drawings, Figure 1 is a front view of which interlock,so that any longitudinal move
~ the grip. Fig. 2 is also a front view, but with ment of one jaw is communicated to the other.
the cover-plates of the case removed and show‘ These projections 701° are shown in Figs. 3 and
ing the grip-jawsin longitudinal section. Fig. 24. Those on the upper jaw are shown on each 75
25 3 is a central cross section through thegrip. side of the one on the lower jaw; but their ar
Fig. 4 is also a front view of the grip-casing rangement may be reversed, if desired. The
with the covers and the actuating portions of upper jaw, K, has a projection, x, which slides
188 .

the grip tightening mechanism removed. Fig. in a groove in the block B, which receives a

5 is a side view'of the grip. Figs. 6 and? are
horizontal sectional plan views taken on lines
a b and a (Z in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Figs.
8 to 12 represent a modi?cation in which the

devices for moving the grip~jaws are dupli

vertical reciprocating movement from the ec

centric E, the spindle of which is journaled in
the case and provided with the hand-lever H

for operating it.

D is a radial segment pivoted in the block
cated. Figs. 8, 9, and 11 are front views. B and bearing against the upper jaw, K.
85
t‘ are teeth upon the segment D, which en
35 Fig. 10 is a central cross-section, and Fig. 12
is a sectional plan on line a b in Fig. 9. Figs. gage with notches in the jaw.
13 and 14 show, respectively, a central cross
C are stops upon the case, against which
section and a front View, partly in section, of the ends of segment D strike when the block
a simple grip having only one vertically-mov B is raised, so that the segment is restored to
ing grip-jaw. Figs. 15 and 16 show, respect its central position, as shown in Fig. 2, but at
ively, a front and a side view of a car having a higher level than shown in said ?gure, and
the grip applied to it. Figs. 17 to 23 repre corresponding to the position the block would
sent modi?cations in which the grip-jaws are be raised to ?ll if the. eccentric E were turned
made to reciprocate horizontally. Fig. 17 is to the position indicated by the dotted circle 95
a front view when the grip is applied to the insaid Fig. 2, the dotted lines indicating how
car. Fig. 18 is a central cross-section, and the segment strikes against each stop before
Fig. 19 is a plan view, partly in section, of a being restored to its central position, and as
modi?cation in which both gripjaws have the pull of the cable is in one direction or the
mechanism for movingthem toward each other. other.
T is a segment having its curved surface
50 Figs. 22 and 23 are plan views of horizontally
arranged grips having reciprocating mechan formed of portions of two eccentrics, and pro

2
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vided with teeth engaging with notches in the as soon as they touch it. The guide-pin g,
jaw K’. The curved surface of segment D which projects from the cover r of the case, en
may also be formed similar to that of segment gages with the sloping slotp in the lower jaw,
T, if desired.

The segment T is pivoted in

the block A, which is placed loosely in a recess
in the case, so that it may be vertically ad

IO

K’, so that the lowerjaw does not depend upon
its contact with the segment T to be guided in
its horizontal movements.

_

justed by inserting thin pieces of metal beneath

The grip mechanism may be rigidly attached

it, as shown in Fig. 9.
When in its central position, the jaw K’ rests
between the two eccentric surfaces of segment
T, as shown in Fig.- 2. The upper jaw is
pressed upon the cable by means of the hand

to the car by a ?at iron strap, 1) b, as shown in 75
Fig. 5, or the case may be pivoted to the strap,
as shown in Figs. 3, 15, and 16. This latter
form of. connection is preferable when there
are steep inclines to be ascended. An annular
trunnion, Q, is formed on the case in line with
the center of the rope. This trunnion oscil~
lates in the bearing U, secured to the strap 1)
b, and is held in position by the bolt to and
the disk V, as shown.
The modification shown in Figs. 8 to 12 is 85
similar to that before described; but the seg-'
ments for moving the grip-jaws are dupli
cated and the guide-pin q is shown projecting
from a separate plate, Y, which is attached to
the block A by screws, so that the block A and 9O
the lower jaw are always kept at thesame dis
tance apart. ‘When the pin projects from the

lever H and eccentric E, and as soon as the

jaws bear upon the moving cable they are car
ried with it longitudinally out of their central
position with regard to the case, and the seg
ments D and T are turned upon their pivots.
The eccentric surfaces of segment T then op
erate and cause the jaws to bear-hard upon
\. the rope, according to the direction of motion,
and in proportion to the amount of tractive
force required to propel the car. This press
ure is automatically increased and reduced

.15

to meet the varying requirements of grade,
the hand-lever serving only to throw the

jaws in and out of gear with the rope at the case-cover, the cover has to be raised slightly
ends of- the line. The projection or pin 00 when the block A is set up.
In Figs. 13 and let a simple form of grip is 95
supports the jaw K when the jaw is raised
clear of the rope. WVhen disengaged alto shown, in which the lower eccentric segment,

T, takes the place of the upper,which is omit
fully raised, both jaws are replaced in their ted altogether. The devices for raising the

30 gether from the rope, and when the jaw K is

central position with regard to the case by the upper jaw are similar to those before de
pressure of one or the other end of segment D scribed, and the upper jaw, K, is pivoted to

[OO

against a stop 0, as previously described, and the block B by the pin g’, which engages with

35 the jawsv are kept in that central position while the sloping slotp’in the jaw,which slot permits
the jaw K is approaching therope by the bolt the jaw to have its desired horizontal move
L. This bolt L is guided vertically in the case 'ment.
behind the block B, and receives a reciprocat
The remaining ?gures of the drawings show I05
ing movement from the pins M and M’,which modi?cations of the device, in which the jaws

project rearwardly from the eccentric E, and are arranged to operate horizontally upon the
cable instead of vertically.

which strike against the projection O on the
bolt L. The pin M is for raising and the pin
M’ is for lowering the bolt; but in some cases
a spring may be used instead of pin M’, as
45 will be more fully described hereinafter. The

. In Figs. 18 and 19 the segments T T’ have

both double eccentric surfaces, so that both
jaws are caused to approach the rope or cable,

I10

and both jaws are provided with sloping slots,
the slot 1)” in jaw K engaging with the pin (12,
jections P on the back of jaw K’, as clearly projecting from the block B.
shown in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 22 only onesegment, '1‘, is used, and 115
lower end of bolt L enters between the two pro

}

The operation of the device is as follows:

rollers R2 are inserted behind block K’ to make

When a car arrives at its end station, the le
ver H strikes against a suitable ?xed stop and

it slide freely. The spiral spring S’ is used to

thrust the bolt L between the projections P in
turns the eccentric E, whereby the jaw K is stead of the pin M’, as before described, the

said bolt being raised by the pin projecting
by the end of the segment D striking against from the eccentric E, which presses against the

- raised, and is restored to its central position

55 one of the stops 0.

I20

Just before the lever H projection O on the bolt, the same as before

reaches its lowest position, the pin M’ pushes
against the projection O and forces the boltL
downward between the projections P on the
back of jaw K’. As the two jaws have inter

described.

What I claim is——

.

‘

_

1. The combination of the two longitudinal 125

sliding cable-grip jaws having interlocking

locking projections low, they are both retained projections, a sliding block connected to one
in their central position until they are again of the grip-jaws for raising it clear ofthe cable,
caused to bear upon the rope.

This is ac

and an eccentric segment, whereby the press

complished by turning the lever H by hand, ure of the grip-jaws upon the cable is auto 130

and just before it reaches its highest position - matically increased in proportion to the longi

65 the pinM withdraws the bolt L from between tudinal displacement of the jaws by frictional

the projections P, so that the jaws may be contact with the cable.
drawn out of their central position by the rope
2. The combination of the two longitudinal,

380,982

-

,

'3

sliding cable-grip jaws having interlocking ing against the lower jaw, the stops upon the
projections, a sliding block connected to one

case for restoring the jaws to their normal

of the grip-jaws for raising it clear of the cable, position when the upperjaw is raised, and a 70
an eccentric segment whereby the pressure of bolt engaging with one of the grip-jaws and
the grip-jaws upon the cable is automatically preventing them both from sliding longitudi~
increasedin proportion to thelongitudinal dis nally until they are pressed upon the cable,
‘ placement of the jaws by frictional contact

with the cable, and a stop upon the grip-case
against which the end of the segment may
strike when raised by the block, thereby re
storing the grip-jaws to their normal position.
3. The combination of two cable-grip jaws

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
8. The combination of the upper and lower 75

interlocking grip-jaws, a sliding block for
raising the upper jaw, a segment pivoted to
the sliding block and bearing against the up
per jaw, an eccentric segment piv'otally sup

having interlocking projectionsand sliding ported in the lower part of the‘ case and bear
longitudinally with the cable, a sliding block ing against the lower jaw, the stops upon the
connected to one of the grip-jaws for raising case for restoring the jaws to their normal
it clear of the cable, an eccentric segment, a position when the upper jaw is raised, a bolt
stop upon the grip-case for the end of the seg engaging with one‘ of the grip-jaws and pre

ment to strike against, and a bolt engaging venting them both from sliding longitudinally 85
with one of the grip-jaws and preventing both until they are pressed upon the cable, an ec
20 of them ‘from sliding longitudinally until they
centric journaled in the case for operating the
are-pressed upon the cable, substantially as sliding block, and a pin projecting from the
said eccentric for withdrawing the said bolt
and for the purpose set forth.
4. The combination of two longitudinally from engagement with the grip-jaw j ust before 90
sliding cable-grip jaws having interlocking it touches the cable, substantially as and for
25 projections, a sliding block connected .to one the purpose set forth.
9. The combination of the upper and lower
of the grip-jaws for raising it clear of the cable,

and two segments pivotally. supported by the interlocking cable-grip jaws, a sliding block
said sliding block and by the grip-case, ‘re

connected to the upper gripejaw for raising 95

spectively, and bearing against the grip-jaws, it clear of the cable, a segment pivoted to the

said block and bearing against the said up
the pressure of the grip-jaws upon the cable per gripjaw, an eccentric journaled in the
will be automatically increased in proportion case for operating the sliding block, a bolt
. ‘ to theirlongitudinal displacement by the cable, engaging with the lower gripjaw and pre

30 one of said segments being eccentric,whereby

substantially as set forth.

35

.

5. The combination of two longitudinally

I00

venting both jaws from sliding longitudinally
until they are pressedgupon the cable, and

sliding cable-grip jaws having interlocking the two separate pins projecting from the said
projections, a sliding block connected to one of eccentric for reciprocatingthe said bolt in
the grip-jaws for raising it clear of the cable,‘ and out of engagement with the lower jaw,

an eccentric journaled in the grip-case for
.40 operating the sliding block, a hand-lever for

substantially as and for the purpose set forth.
10. The combination, withastationary over

turning the eccentric, and two segments piv-. headline, a car running on the line, and a
otally supported by the said sliding block and continuously-moving cable, of a grip secured
by the grip-case, respectively, and bearing to the car-frame and provided with grip
against the grip-jaws, one of said segments be
45 ing eccentric, whereby the pressure of the grip

jaws upon the cable will be automatically in
creased in proportion to their longitudinal

I10

jaws, a hand-lever for throwing the jaws in
and out of gear with the cable, and with an

eccentric segment which automatically in
creases and decreases the grip of the jaws in

displacement by the cable, substantially as proportion to the amount of tractive force re 115
set forth.
6. The combination of the upper and lower

quired to movethe car over the varyinggrades
of the line.
11. The combination, with astationary over

interlockingv grip‘jaws, a sliding block for
raising the upperjaw, two segments pivoted. headline, a car traveling on the line, and a
in the said block and bearing against the up continuously-moving cable, of a bearing se
per jaw, a vertically-adjustable stationary cured to the car-frame, a grip provided with

I20

.55 block in the lower part of the case, two eccen- ‘ a trunnion projectingfrom its case in line
tric segments pivoted in said stationary block with the center of the cable and at right an

and bearing against thelowerjaw, and aplate gles to its longitudinal axis, and a bolt and
secured to said stationary block and provided a disk for holding the said trunnion pivoted 125
with a projecting pin engaging with a slot in in position in the said bearing, substantially
the lower grip-jaw, substantially as and for as and'for the-purpose set forth.
‘In testimony whereof I have signed my name
,
7. The combination of the upper and lower to this speci?cation in the presence of two sub;

the purpose set forth.

interlocking grip -jaws, a sliding block for
raising the upper jaw, a segment pivoted to
65 the sliding block and bearing against the up
per jaw, an eccentric segment pivotally sup
ported in the lower part of the case and hear

scribing witnesses.
'

ADOLF BLEICHERT.

Witnesses:

CARL BORNGRAEBER,‘
ALFRED A. WHITMAN.
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